March 2, 2020
A PASTORAL LETTER FROM BISHOP STRICKLAND REGARDING COVID-19, THE
CORONAVIRUS
As we have all watched the news recently and seen the spread of a novel coronavirus, COVID19, around the world, many people have expressed concerns over this disease and the potential
for it to disrupt our normal, daily lives. As the church, we are called to not give into fear, but to
equip ourselves with knowledge so that we can be prepared to respond appropriately should the
need arise.
At this time, the synod is monitoring the situation and will continue to provide our congregations
with updates and guidance as we learn more.
But the most important piece of advice that we can give you right now is that if you are sick,
regardless of why you are sick, you are encouraged to stay home and go see your primary care
physician. In addition to COVID-19, we are experiencing a bad flu season and many of our
congregants have pre-existing conditions which could make them susceptible to any illness.
Taking proper care of ourselves also helps us take care of one another.
Some have expressed concern about how this new disease might impact our worship services.
At this time, there is no evidence to support radical changes to our worship service or to
encourage altering worship practices. There are, however, some practices that are always a good
idea to consider when thinking about worship. For example, the use of hand sanitizer after the
passing of the peace and before communion are easy ways to help limit the spread of illness in
general. Additionally, some individuals may choose to simply pass the peace verbally or to only
receive communion through the bread, a perfectly acceptable practice in the Lutheran tradition.
Again, we want to stress that we should not give into fear. As Bishop Eaton has so often
reminded us, we are called to be church together. Our identity is Christ is fundamentally
communal and as there are more cases, and even the first death here we should not push away
those who are sick or may have been exposed. While there are proper precautions that should be
taken, we should continue to love and support our brothers and sisters and not stigmatize them.
Instead we should identify how to continue to minister and support them through prayer, phone
calls, and material support, if they are being asked to self-isolate.
There are many things we still do not know about this new disease, but we should continue to
work to be prepared and to support our brothers and sisters who are being impacted by this
disease as well as supporting our brothers and sisters who are working to address this disease.
+ In Christ, Bishop Kevin Strickland

Here are some other resources you might wish to consider when discerning your next most
faithful step regarding the coronavirus:







CDC response on preventing Coronavirus: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019ncov/community/index.html
Metro New York Synod response: https://www.mnys.org/a-pastoral-letter-concerningthe-coronavirus/?fbclid=IwAR0h4R6_1WYoVCZvaaY3JXNDGtFahZLt3iNbR4kZUzL5JeC_31AlZIdXqA
Southwest California Synod response: https://myemail.constantcontact.com/A-pastoralinstruction-on-the-COVID-19--Coronavirus--and-its-globalspread.html?soid=1102107213281&aid=W2d-fOuMqLY
Episcopal Response in Los Angeles, Bishop Diane Jardine Bruce (Los Angeles):
http://seemail.brtapp.com/files/documents+%26+brochures/news+and+announcements/bishop+of
+los+angeles+diocese+-+coronavirus.pdf

